The power to create

That's what LEGO® products are all about. They give you the ability to bring your most amazing ideas to life. Every LEGO toy is a fantastic new adventure just waiting to happen. Always different. Forever fun.
Four worlds of playful learning for children aged 0-4

discovering who I am and what I can do

expressing my personality and creativity

learning to share and interact with others

The toys within these worlds will inspire, stimulate and challenge your child’s urge to explore through play at different stages in their natural development, allowing you to share with them in the joy of discovery – while having a serious amount of fun along the way!

Every child is born with the potential to develop and to learn. At LEGO Company we believe that by nurturing this gift through play, we can encourage the learning process. That’s why we created LEGO® EXPLORER and the Complete Discovery System – the world’s first fully integrated play system for infant and pre-school children. Founded on the guiding principle that every child is unique, and developed with input from leading child development specialists, the Complete Discovery System encourages growth and learning via four distinct ‘worlds’.

www.LEGOEXPLORE.com
Look what I can do!

explore being me - discovering who I am and what I can do

For every child, finding out what it means to ‘be me’ involves learning a whole set of physical and mental skills, many of which continue to develop throughout childhood. While you can’t speed up physical development, you can build confidence and offer exciting opportunities for practising new skills. In the world of explore being me, you’ll find toys which encourage motor skills, improve hand eye co-ordination and enhance body control. Through play, your child will gain a greater understanding of "Who I am" and "What I can do".

5441 Smiling Rattle
From 3 months.

ALL NEW
June

5450 Discovery Bird
From 6 months.

5443 Curly Hanging Rattle
From birth.
Your baby will love gazing at the happy face and biting on the soft and hard textures during teething.

5421 Star Teether
From 3 months.

Fasten this friendly frog to baby's wrist and watch it attract baby's attention. Also straps to cot, pushchair or car seat.

5420 Soft Frog Rattle
From 3 months.

Have fun constructing this brightly coloured soft hen, includes bell, teether, rattle, chirping chick and mirror.

5425 Soft Stacking Hen
From 6 months.

5422 Caterpillar Teether
From 3 months.

Propeller spins. Wheels turn. Imagination soars! Simply push the plane and crawl along.

5429 Play Plane
From 6 months.

Colours and textures, with a mirror and rattle. New play possibilities as your baby learns and grows. Suitable for use in car or home.

5423 Crib and Mirror Adventure
From birth.
Cute, blinking frog that will captivate your baby - simply push the button to see what happens!

5430 Squirt Frog
From 6 months.

Fun faces and stimulating patterns pop up at every turn. Soon baby will be eagerly crawling after this fun-filled toy.

5431 Roll 'n' Play
From 6 months.

Bounces up and down when baby tries stacking the bricks on its back. Wheel it across the floor and get baby crawling!

5432 Bendy Caterpillar
From 6 months.

Your baby will love the bumpy surfaces and enjoy toppling the Stacking Tower with the smiley-faced character.

5433 Stacking Tower
From 6 months.

The little friend that goes everywhere with your baby - easily straps to cot, pushchair or car seat.

5424 Take Along Friend
From 6 months.

Colourful bricks and three rattling characters to stack. Great fun stacking and sorting the elements.

3652 Stack 'n' Learn Smile Collection
From 9 months.

5446 Roll 'n' Tip
From 6 months.
Explore and learn with these two friends and their little chicken. Lots of stacking combinations.

3651 Stack 'n' Learn Friends
From 9 months.

Lots of stacking elements to push across the floor and crawl after. Perfect for small hands.

3650 Stack 'n' Learn First Rollabout
From 9 months.

It's fun to put the cars together, toot the horn, and push the train round and round!

2974 Play Train
From 12 months.

A mouse, frog and chicken. Each with their own colour, shape and house. Fun introduction to similarities and differences

5426 Shape and Colour Sorter
From 9 months.

Sounds and flashing lights motivate baby to try new combinations. Helps baby learn about action/reaction and eye-hand coordination.

5427 Light and Sound Stacker
From 12 months.

Colourful baby walker helps give your child confidence during those important first steps. Stacking blocks add to the fun.

2010 Toddler Truck
From 12 months.
Lots of bricks in different colours and shapes to sort and stack. Designed to stimulate your child’s hand eye co-ordination.

5449 Stack 'n' Learn Sorter
From 9 months.

Join the ‘professionals’ with our fully equipped mobile police station, contained in a handy rucksack.

3616 On the Move Police Station
From 2 years.

Help the busy nurse in our bustling hospital. Medical role-play contained in a special rucksack that your child can carry along.

3617 On the Move Hospital
From 2 years.
Let's play together!

explore together - learning to share and interact with others

Children are primed from birth to develop relationships. Some of the most important lessons to learn include how to interact with others, to share and take turns. Make-believe role-plays are great ways to examine different social set-ups. In the world of explore together you’ll find toys which encourage your child to build relationships and to interact with friends and siblings. Whether they play by themselves or with others, children will love the opportunity to develop their social skills.

A crane, a digger and a tip-up trailer provide hours of construction and fun for small, eager hands and minds.

3699 Happy Constructor
From 12 months.

Lots of fun with pals playing with the friendly construction truck, fire engine and police car.

3700 Emergency Vehicles Set
From 12 months.

A first, friendly step towards exciting cops and robbers role play!

3698 Friendly Police Car
From 12 months.

Your toddler will love making up adventure stories about this little fire fighter.

3697 Fearless Fire Fighter
From 12 months.
An ambulance races through the city while above, the air rescue helicopter swoops into action. Your child can make it happen!

3619 Traffic City
From 3 years.

Our carting enthusiast comes fully equipped with transport vehicle for taking the go-cart home after the race!

3606 Go-cart Transport
From 2 years.

Help the road worker load his truck with building stones using the special crane provided. “Watch out below!”

3611 Road Worker Truck
From 2 years.

Every toddler loves a tow truck - and this one comes with a friendly mechanic.

3696 Tow-me Truck
From 12 months.
Just like the real thing, our motorcycle cop comes equipped with stop sign, helmet and road block!
3607 Police Action
From 2 years.

From pickpockets to master criminals, there's no escape from this Police Force - by air, sea or land.
3656 Police Force
From 2 years.

By air, sea or land - from bonfires to blazing oilrigs. It's all in a day's work for this fire crew.
3657 Fire Fighters Deluxe Set
From 2 years.

The raging fire is soon under control with this smart red sea plane and fire engine with its moveable ladder.
3655 Fire Rescue Team
From 2 years.
An awesome play experience complete with family, three-section house and car. There's even a garden swing. Cool!

3620 Playhouse
From 3 years.

Celebrate in style with a delicious cake, a funky balloon and of course, a nice surprise to open.

3605 Birthday Party
From 2 years.

Lots of fun in the great outdoors. Fish, camp or simply go boating. Hey, it's better than working!

3610 Campsite
From 2 years.

It's playtime and there's plenty to do in the school playground, with a swing, handcart and a tricycle to ride!

3608 Playground
From 2 years.
So that's how it works!

explore logic - understanding how things work

A baby who discovers that shaking a rattle makes a rattling sound has entered the world of explore logic – a world inhabited by little scientists who want to investigate everything around them. This baby will soon turn into a toddler who starts every sentence with "why" and needs to understand how everything works. At the heart of explore logic is the recognition of your child’s curiosity about the world and the way things work. Toys from this world will prompt your child to ask questions and develop powers of reasoning – from differentiating shapes and colours to understanding the concept of cause and effect. Give children the opportunity to investigate in this way and they'll learn to relish new experiences and rise to every challenge.

NEW June

With a tip-up back and tow hook, this rough, tough yellow truck will move mountains! Build your own truck with the help of the unique screwdriver.
3588 Heavy Truck
From 3 years.

NEW June

Lamps, sounds and a vibrating drill controlled by 3 Intelligent Bricks! Build your own drill with the help of the unique screwdriver.
3590 Drill
From 3 years.
Join in the excitement of this real-life rescue situation with fire crew, rescue vehicle and emergency winch.

3613 Fire Rescue
From 3 years.

NEW June

This tough dozer with its shovel blade will clear the way! The unique screwdriver enables you to build your own dozer!

3587 Mini Dozer
From 3 years.

NEW June

Realistic helicopter with 3 Intelligent Bricks that control a tilt sensor, fuelling function and special sounds. Also includes a real working winch! Build your own chopper with the help of the unique screwdriver.

3589 Chopper
From 3 years.
Recreate a real-life wildlife park on your floor or table! Everything you need including lots of wild animals!
3612 Wild Animals
From 2 years.

Assemble crazy creations using wacky tubes and colourful bricks! A great introduction to action and reaction.
3266 Tubes
From 2 years.

Learn about life in the frozen wild. How can the little polar bear keep warm without a jacket? Brrr!
3621 Polar Animals
From 2 years.

Our farm set is a real favourite, with different textures, a farmer and animals as far as the eye can see. Oo arr!
3618 Family Farm
From 2 years.

All the excitement of a real race track. Vehicle launcher ensures stunning performance - right from the chequered flag.
3614 Racing
From 3 years.

Bring the circus to town and discover how the train works and who's on board.
2931 Push Locomotive
From 2 years.

Go over!
2738 Play Train Bridge
From 2 years.

Experiment and see what happens when the train enters the tunnel. To be used together with the Intelligent Train System.
3334 Intelligent Train Tunnel
From 3 years.
You control how the wagon is loaded and unloaded. To be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

3326 Intelligent Train Cargo
From 3 years.

Discover what happens with the interactive passenger wagon. To be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

3335 Intelligent Train Starter Set
From 3 years.

Discover what happens with the interactive passenger wagon. Must be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

3327 Intelligent Train Station
From 3 years.

Experiment and discover as you direct a railroad adventure. An excellent introduction to the idea of cause and effect.

3325 Intelligent Train Deluxe Set
From 3 years.

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
From 2 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails
From 2 years.

Change direction!
2736 Points
From 2 years.
All the world's a stage!

explore imagination - expressing my personality and creativity

Throughout their development, children learn different ways to express themselves using a constantly changing set of creative skills. From only a few weeks old your baby will start copying your facial expressions. By the time they've reached school age, they'll have started to express their thoughts clearly through drawing, putting on puppet shows and acting out stories.

The world of explore imagination is full of toys designed to stimulate your child's natural creativity, helping to build their self-confidence and teach them to think for themselves.

Perform shows and stories using 6 characters with changeable costumes, props and 4 themed backdrops, 8 special sound effects, ideal for role play. Requires 3AA batteries not inc.
3615 TheatreStories
From 3 years.

Build and rebuild to create your very own animals, with these great play starters.
3514 Rhino & Lion
From 18 months.
The lion has a mouth that opens and closes and a tail that can connect to his other friends in the range.
3513 Funny Lion
From 18 months.

An attachable head with magnet, a mouth that opens wide, a rubber tail and bendable body create fun play starters for your child.
3511 Funny Crocodile
From 18 months.

A bendable neck, life-like head, and tail that can be connected to other animal friends in the range!
3512 Funny Giraffe
From 18 months.

Colourful, easy-to-build bird.
Perfect bricks for small hands.
Comes in a handy travel canister. Three to collect.
3519 Green Parrot
From 18 months.

Colourful, easy-to-build bird.
Perfect bricks for small hands.
Comes in a handy travel canister. Three to collect.
3518 Yellow Duck
From 18 months.

Colourful, easy-to-build animal.
Perfect bricks for small hands.
Comes in a handy travel canister. Three to collect.
3517 Blue Deer
From 18 months.

A crocodile, giraffe and elephant - build them separately or combine them together to create wacky new animals.
3515 African Adventures
From 18 months.
**LEGO Explore**

**3364 Music Composer**
From 3 years.

Toddlers love to compose and arrange their own masterpieces with this brilliant all-in-one musical mixing system. Home or car use. Includes 6 colourful sound plugs. By changing their positions around the sockets your child has full control of the melody. Over 2000 combinations possible. High/low volume control.

**3362 Music Tapper**
From 2 years.

Tap along in tune to the 4 built in melodies while adding your own choice of accompaniment. For use in the car or home. 3 sound plugs to choose from. High/low volume control.

**3361 Music Twister**
From 2 years.

The Twister allows children to create sounds and ‘twist’ the music using the handle. 4 built in songs and 3 sound plugs to choose from. High/low volume control. Home or car use.

**3363 Music Roller**
From 2 years.

Can be played both forward & backward by pushing or pulling the roller. 4 built in melodies to choose from. High/low volume control. Indoor use only.

**3371 Music Extras**
From 2 years.

Extra tunes and sounds to create new musical adventures! Includes three new sounds (tuba, guitar and percussion) and four new tunes: (“Brahms Lullaby”, “Circus Parade”, “Walk With Me” and “Itsy Bitsy Spider”). To be used with music toys from LEGO EXPLORE Music, available separately.

**2304 Large Building Plate**
From 18 months.

Large format plate allows children to build and expand on the world he or she has created.

**3370 Music Extras**
From 2 years.

Contains 6 new sound plugs. For use with toys from LEGO Explore music range.
Join Fred and Tess on the farm as they help Ted the farmer to keep the animals fed and ensure everything is in order!

4341 Story Builder - Farmyard Fun
From 3 years.

Accompany Fred and Tess as they encounter a host of exotic creatures including Parrot, Snake and a very cheeky Monkey!

4340 Story Builder Starter Set - Jungle Jam
From 3 years.

A huge amount of bricks, all contained in a handy storage bucket.
4085 Brick Bucket Large
From 18 months.

Lots of bricks, all contained in their own storage bucket.
4080 Brick Bucket Small
From 18 months.

The ideal foundation for any toddler's wildest dreams. Pack of three.
2198 Building Plates (x3)
From 18 months.

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.
2242 Brick Starters
From 18 months.
Scoop and Travis are planning a race. Help Scoop clear the way to win.
3272 Scoop on the Road
From 2 years.

Dizzy and Pilchard enjoy watching the birds.
3283 Dizzy's Birdwatch
From 2 years.

Bob and Muck help Farmer Pickles to load hay bales and fix the barn.
3274 Bob and Muck Repair the Barn
From 2 years.

Wendy makes light work of fixing the room!
3278 Wallpaper Wendy
From 2 years.

Spud's naughty antics with apples cause all sorts of trouble!
3281 Naughty Spud
From 2 years.

Bob makes bricklaying look easy!
3279 Bob at Work
From 2 years.
Bob the Builder’s new boots squeak.
This attracts some friendly mice,
but Lofty is afraid of them.
Help Bob find a solution!
3273  Bob, Lofty and the Mice
From 2 years.

Help Bob to build the
clock-tower right on time!
3282  Clock-tower Bob
From 2 years.

Can you help Spud climb up the ladder so he can play with Bird who is up on the wall?
3286  Spud and Bird
From 2 years.

Bob is very busy in his workshop - can you help him to fix the fence?
3284  Bob’s Busy Day
From 2 years.

Wendy needs to work on the computer, but the office is a mess! Can you help her tidy the files first?
3285  Wendy in the Office
From 2 years.
The LITTLE ROBOTS™ find themselves abandoned on a junk heap, but work together to build houses, gadgets and even the sky from the materials they find around them.
Play Sets

ALL NEW August

Join Tiny and friends to build the LITTLE ROBOTS™ world around the Nut and Bolt Tree. Help Stretchy drive his trailer to pick up junk or just run around with Messy! When all the LITTLE ROBOTS have gone home, you can help Tiny up the tree and tuck him into bed.

7435 Tiny's Day and Night Lever
From 3 years.

7441 Tiny & Friends
From 3 years.

7439 Stretchy's Junk Yard
From 3 years.

7436 Sporty's Jumping Gym
From 3 years.

7437 Gardening with Stripy
From 3 years.

www.littlerobots.com

It's time for bed, so help Tiny pull the lever to turn day to night. When it's time to wake up, just pull the lever back and turn on the sunshine!

It's time for bed, so help Tiny pull the lever to turn day to night. When it's time to wake up, just pull the lever back and turn on the sunshine!
Make & Create

Think of something amazing. Something no one has ever thought of before. Fantastic. Incredible. Something only you can imagine. Now ... go and create it!

LEGO® Make & Create lets you do just that. With loads of unique bricks and stacks of super-advanced robots and crazy creatures, there's no limit to what you can build. Make & Create will help you turn your wildest, wackiest ideas into reality! Then, take them apart and build something completely different!

CLIKITS™ is the new fashion design system. With CLIKITS you can create your own stylish jewellery, room decor, and fashion bags that you can wear, share, display and change whenever you feel like it. Match and mix with your friends – click it your way! See pages 38-41 for all the exciting, new CLIKITS ideas.
WHAT WILL YOU MAKE?

New approaches; new possibilities. These are LEGO® sets as you’ve never seen them before: a toolbox of bricks, gears, motors, wheels and Ideas Books bursting with inspiration! With LEGO Inventor sets and plenty of imagination you can create all sorts of crazy contraptions and goofy gadgets. From elastic bands to clockwork motors, there are loads of ways to bring your models to life!

NEW August

Now you’re motoring! Bring your models to life with the electric motor in this set. Building instructions include a climbing monkey or spooky spider.

4094 Motor Movers
From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/create

90 Ideas
Every set has an idea book with instructions and inspiration for Quick Build, Experienced Build and Advanced Build models.

Pictured models cannot necessarily be built simultaneously from one Inventor set.
A NEW WAY TO BUILD AND PLAY!

Bugs or birds or ...? You can build the coolest, craziest creatures! LEGO® Inventor Sets provide you with classic bricks, mechanical bricks, clockwork and electric motors, and even a smart motor that can remember things, repeat them, reverse them, and loop them! First dream it. Then believe it. Now make it a reality!

The programmable motor built into these creations is designed to bring your models alive in a whole new way! It can remember movements, repeat them, reverse them and even loop them! 4095 Record & Play From 7 years.
The wind-up motor in this set is totally wild. Watch it work in lots of crazy contraptions, such as a dice roller or automatic money box!

4093 Wild Wind-up
From 7 years.

Everything you need to create loads of wacky inventions, from flapping birds to slithering snakes - all powered by natural forces!

4090 Motion Madness
From 7 years.

Pictured models cannot necessarily be built simultaneously from one inventor set.
WHAT’S YOUR BIG IDEA?

With LEGO® Designer Sets you can build just about anything you can imagine. Each box is full of loads and loads of different LEGO bricks, in awesome shapes and colours. Check out the ideas book in each set for instructions to get you started or inspiration for dreaming up designs of your own. Now get creative!

NEW August

With this set you can build your dream vehicle. It’s got all the bricks, wheels and instructions you need to build a motorbike, dragster, or an off-roader with superb suspension!

4404 Land Busters
From 8 years.

NEW August

Cool colours and elements allow you to create a sleek speedboat, a jazzy jet ski and loads of other brilliant boats!

4402 Sea Riders
From 8 years.
Amazingly detailed models of awesome aircraft. Are you ready for take off?!
4403 Air Blazers
From 8 years.

Let your imagination run wild and see how many weird and wonderful creatures you can create.
4101 Wild Collection
From 6 years.

Where do these little creatures live? On land, sea or in the air? You decide as you create them.
4401 Little Creations
From 6 years.

Pictured models cannot necessarily be built simultaneously from one Designer Set.
ENDLESS FUN, EVERY TIME!

What will you make with your LEGO® Designer Set? There are seven themes to choose from, but endless models to make! Imagine it. Build it. Then build something else!

Has your mini robot got brains, speed or strength? You decide as you build it. 4097 Mini Robots From 6 years.

Design your own robots that are as cool and super advanced as you can make them. 4099 Robobots From 6 years.

Pictured models cannot necessarily be built simultaneously from one Designer set.
Build anything on wheels. See how many cars and trucks you can dream up.
4096 Micro Wheels
From 6 years.

Build a helicopter, a jetfighter, a spaceship - watch your imagination take off!
4098 High Flyers
From 6 years.

Anything on wheels from monster trucks to sports cars. You decide as you build it.
4100 Maximum Wheels
From 6 years.
IF YOU CAN IMAGINE IT.
YOU CAN BUILD IT.

LEGO® Creator provides everything your child needs, whatever they want to make - bringing their ideas and their imaginations to life.

4176 The Race of the Year
From 4 years.

4175 Adventures with Max & Tina
From 4 years.

4119 Regular & Transparent Bricks
From 4 years.
4103 Fun with Bricks
From 4 years.

4105 Imagine and Build
From 4 years.

4173 Max’s Pit Stop
From 4 years.

4023 Fun and Adventure
From 4 years.

4026 Create Your Dreams
From 4 years.

NEW June

www.LEGO.com/create

IDEA BOOK
Every set has an idea book with instructions and inspiration for Quick Build, Experienced Build and Advanced Build models.
This Back Hoe loader is equipped with 7 technical functions powered by real pneumatics. Cool and authentic, the model works like its real-life counterpart.

8455 Back-hoe Loader
From 11 years.

What better way to prove your construction skills than on this powerful forklift truck. 8441 Fork-lift Truck
From 7 years.

The construction work starts the moment you begin to build this sturdy tip-up truck. 8451 Dumper
From 8 years.

No construction work is too great once you've put this impressive working digger together. 8453 Front End Loader
From 8 years.
8465 Extreme Off-roader
From 9 years.

8466 4x4 Off-roader
From 10 years.

This state-of-the-art Rescue Truck has all the technical gadgetry required for emergency operations, including a movable hose, engine and spring dampered doors!

8735 Motor Set, 9 volt
From 10 years.

8454 Rescue Truck
From 10 years.

NEW August

www.LEGO.com/create

Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.
CLIKITS™ is the new fashion design system that allows you to create your own jewellery, room decor and fashion accessories in endless ways - then wear it, share it, display it and change it whenever and however you want. Choose your favourite CLIKITS box from three different styles: Heart, Daisy or Star.

Click it your way!

Every element in the CLIKITS sets can be clicked together in countless different ways, so that you can mix and match as much as you like, and make and remake your creations!

Change your mind - change your design!

Hold the coolest CLIKITS party for your friends! Includes invitations, goody bags, and frames and jewels for up to six people.

7522 Let's Party Set
From 6 years.

Use your CLIKITS puncher to cut out heart, flower and star accessories in any pattern you choose! Use them to decorate a book mark or any of your other CLIKITS creations.

7521 Pretty Punch Activity Set
From 6 years.

Everything you need to create your own designs for you and your room! Includes frames, mobiles, hair accessories, jewels and a CLIKITS designer mat.

7513 Ultimate Design Studio
From 6 years.
7512
Jelly Star Bag
From 6 years.

7509
Cool Jewels
‘n’ Clips
From 6 years.

7503
Mini Memos
From 6 years.

7519
Funky Frames
From 6 years.

ALL NEW August
7508
Rainbow
Jewels 'n' Bands
From 6 years.

7511
Jelly Sunshine Bag
From 6 years.

7508
Rainbow
Jewels 'n' Bands
From 6 years.

7518
Flower Mobile
From 6 years.

ALL NEW
August

7502
Mini Frame
From 6 years.

Look for CLIKITS™ in the Arts & Crafts or Girl's aisle in your favourite toy shop.
Stories & Action

Imagine a world of non-stop adventure. Right here. Right now. Right before your eyes!

With LEGO® Stories & Action, you can journey to fabulous kingdoms. Befriend brave heroes. Pilot your starship through meteor storms. Or challenge your friends to exciting basketball action, NBA-style.

LEGO Stories & Action is a magical universe where the fun never, ever stops, and where you are always right in the middle of the action.

4514 Cargo Crane
From 7 years.

4513 Grand Central Station
From 8 years.
In LEGO® World City anything can happen - anytime! You are the one to decide how, where and when the street comes to life. There are endless possibilities to build and rebuild your own action stories over and over again.

4511 High Speed Train
From 8 years.

4512 Cargo Train
From 8 years.

4515 Straight Rails (8)
From 7 years.

4519 Cross Track
From 7 years.

4520 Curved Rails (8)
From 7 years.

4531 Points
From 7 years.
7034 Surveillance Truck
From 7 years.

NEW
June

NEW
June

7031 Police Helicopter
From 7 years.

4111 Crossroads
From 4 years.

4110 Straight Road Plates
From 4 years.

4109 Curved Road Plates
From 4 years.

4108 T-Junctions
From 4 years.
NEW June

7035 Police HQ
From 8 years.

NEW June

7033 Armoured Car Action
From 7 years.

NEW June

7030 Squad Car
From 6 years.

NEW June

7032 Highway Patrol and Undercover Van
From 7 years.
Little girls just love to dream up and act out their own wonderful fairytales with the sweet princesses of LEGO® BELVILLE. Girls can come up with a new story, create their own magical scenery and have great fun.

Dreams come true in Fairyland
Golden Land

The Ice Crystal Palace

5857 Safran's Amazing Bazaar
From 5 years.

5856 Paprika and the Mischievous Monkey
From 5 years.

5861 Fairy Island
From 5 years.

5850 The Royal Crystal Palace
From 5 years.

5842 Vanilla's Frosty Sleighride
From 4 years.

5838 The Wicked Madam Frost
From 4 years.

5836 Beautiful Baby Princess
From 4 years.

www.LEGO.com/belville
Try some of the funniest games on the internet.
1-2-3 GO...  
4juniors is on the road!

It's easy to have fun! Create exciting city adventures with the new 4juniors range. Everyday vehicles and buildings provide a fabulous setting. Each set is fully interchangeable. Let the fun begin!

4654 Tanker Truck
From 4 years.

NEW August

4655 Quick Fix Station
From 4 years.

NEW August

4652 Tow Truck
From 4 years.
NEW August

4653 Dump Truck
From 4 years.

4601 Fire Cruiser
From 4 years.

NEW August

4657 Fire Squad HQ
From 4 years.

www.LEGO.com/4juniors

NEW August

4605 Fire Response SUV
From 4 years.
4620
A.I.R Operations HQ
From 4 years.
Join the adventurer, Johnny Thunder, and his friends, Dr. Kilroy and Miss Pippin Reed, on the greatest treasure hunt of all time!

Dr. Kilroy has discovered an ancient map showing the way to a magnificent Golden Dragon – the legendary treasure of the great explorer, Marco Polo.

It will be an exciting and dangerous quest that will take our heroes through the untamed jungle of India, over the greatest mountain in the world, and finally to China where Marco Polo’s ultimate treasure, the Golden Dragon, awaits them.

But the greedy art collector, Lord Sam Sinister, is already on their trail and will stop at nothing to get there first.

Along with the three LEGO® Orient Expedition temples you will get an exciting board game you can play with your friends, and most LEGO Orient Expedition boxes contain game cards that you can use in the game.

What will happen on your Orient Expedition?
The Scorpion Palace is full of perilous mysteries. Can Johnny Thunder escape the poisonous sting and find the lost treasure?
7418 Scorpion Palace
From 8 years.

Journey up the jungle river to the shrine in Johnny Thunder's steamboat. But beware of the crocodile!
7410 Jungle River
From 6 years.

Try and cross the jungle in the Elephant Caravan. Just make sure you keep Lord Sinister at a distance!
7414 Elephant Caravan
From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/orient
Go online and read more about this fantastic adventure.
On the highest mountain in the world, an ancient temple challenges our fearless travellers! 7417 Temple of Mount Everest
From 7 years.

Ride the skies over Mount Everest in the Aero Nomad!
7415 Aero Nomad
From 7 years.

What secret lies in this ancient tomb at the top of Mount Everest? Will Lord Sinister find it first?
7409 Secret of the Tomb
From 6 years.

There's something in the cave! Can it be the legendary Yeti? Are you sure you want to find out?
7412 Yeti's Hideout
From 7 years.
In the Dragon Fortress lies the ultimate challenge. Solve the riddle, open the secret chamber and the Golden Dragon will be yours!

7419 Dragon Fortress From 8 years.

Johnny Thunder slides open the door to reveal Jun-Chi, the keeper of the Jewell! Can our hero get through the passage?

7413 Passage of Jun-Chi From 6 years.

The Emperor's ship rules the sea, with Lord Sinister on board. Will he let anyone get into China?

7416 Emperor's Ship From 7 years.
1374 Green Goblin™
From 6 years.

4850 Spider-Man’s first chase
From 6 years.

4851 Spider-Man™ and Green Goblin™ - the origins
From 7 years.

4852 Spider-Man™ vs. Green Goblin™ - the final showdown
From 8 years.

NEW October

LAB C35
It's the LEGO® NBA Championship Finals! Fourth Quarter. Time is running out. You need a three-pointer to win the series. Can you make the desperation shot from downtown with only seconds left? Make it happen with the LEGO NBA All-Stars team, as they slam-dunk their way through another exciting Championship game. Are you ready to play? Get in the game!

WANNA PLAY?

Will your shot be blocked? The active guard will make sure that only your best shots make it to the basket.

3429 Ultimate Defense
From 6 years.
All the thrills and spills of NBA basketball are brought together in this fantastic 5-a-side set. You can also put together your Dream Team from the additional NBA Collector sets for the ultimate experience.

3432 NBA Challenge
From 7 years.

Take on your friends 1-on-1 in lots of different shooting games.
Two different LEGO basketball players with different skills add a new dimension to tabletop sports.

3428 1 vs. 1 Action
From 6 years.
Reinvent your favourite slam dunks with this fantastic set. You can even shoot from various angles. How many different slams can you dunk?

3427 NBA Slam Dunk
From 6 years.

Defense! Offense! Shooting hoops. The action is fast and furious with this 2-on-2 game of streetball.

3431 Streetball 2 vs. 2
From 7 years.

The wind-up motor makes the baskets revolve. Have you and your friends practiced enough to hit the spinning hoops? How many points can you score?

3430 Spin & Shoot
From 6 years.
COLLECT'EM
TRADE'EM
PLAY'EM

Includes special edition Upper Deck trading cards.

Collect your NBA All-Star Team.

3560-3567 NBA collectors. From 6 years.
The LEGO® hockey game captures all the speed and power of real rink action where you get the chance to slap-shot your way to glory. There's no faster or harder game than professional ice hockey. And no tougher competition than the National Hockey League. Think you're tough enough for the ice? Because these guys are ready to face-off!

Collect all 4 players, each with unique skills, for ultimate play action.

- **Puck Passer**
  - Scoop up the puck and hold it against the side of the stick.
  - Shoots with deadly accuracy from any position on the ice.
  - 3540 Puck Passer From 7 years.

- **Slap Shot**
  - Whack the puck and watch it glide towards the opponents goal!
  - 3541 Slap Shot From 7 years.

- **Flip Shot**
  - Flip the puck high in the air and over your opponents stick!
  - 3542 Flip Shot From 7 years.

- **Slammer Goalie**
  - You'll want this guy on your team as the last line of defense.
  - Only the best shots are going to get past him!
  - 3543 Slammer Goalie From 7 years.
READY FACE-OFF?

www.LEGO.com/sports

Check out www.LEGO.com/sports for the only way to order cool collector's stickers and fit out your LEGO hockey players with the logos of the top teams in the NHL.

Practice your slap shot so that, when it really counts, you'll make that winning shot! Alternatively, use the auto feeder to help you practice precision shooting.

3545 Puck Feeder
From 8 years.

1-on-1, the ultimate in fast and furious hockey. Flip Shot vs. Puck Passer. Who will win?!?

3544 Game Set
From 7 years.
EXTREME ACTION!

Check it out: the world's first ever, downhill snowboarding action figure set! The gate drops and your snowboarders are off in a head-to-head boarder cross battle on their cool boards. You'll need to keep up with the slalom turns, jumps and back flips!

3538 Snowboard Boarder Cross Race From 7 years.

Try out this totally cool snowboard. Awesome action thanks to the launcher, which rockets up a real ramp. Take on your pals in an exciting Big Air contest!

3536 Snowboard Big Air Comp From 6 years.
Vert skating is a BLAST! Ramp skate with the new trick stick to hone your airborne skills and out-spin the competition! Design different, quick-to-build vert parks and find endless lines to skate!

3537  Skateboard Vert Park Challenge
From 7 years.

Check out the street park with the other skaters and practice your jumps and slides on tough ramps and hair-raising rails. Push your limits on this cool skateboard!

3535  Skateboard Street Park
From 6 years.
LEGO SPORTS

GET YOUR TEAM TO THE **FINALS**!

WITH THE LEGO® FOOTBALL SERIES YOU CAN PRACTISE STRATEGY AND TACTICS, SHOTS AT GOAL AND GREAT TACKLES!

Goal kicks, sliding tackles - this warm-up pitch has got it all! Can also be combined with 3420 to make your big pitch mega sized!

3421 Three-aside Set
From 6 years.

www.LEGO.com/football
Visit LEGO Sports online for lots of cool action and fun.

interactive games

Great stadium - great action - great fun! Enjoy the thrills and spills of real football with amazing diving goalies and midfielders who can dribble past the opposition. It's as realistic as it gets!

3420 Championship Challenge II
From 7 years.

Improve your shooting accuracy and learn how to curve the ball. Play against a friend and see who gets to 20 points first.

3423 Precision Shooting
From 6 years.

Scoring is the name of the game and there's nothing like this kick 'n' flip practice set for improving your skills. No train - no gain!

3424 Target Practice
From 6 years.
6735 Air Chase From 7 years.

6738 Skateboard Challenge From 7 years.

6734 Beach Cruiser From 7 years.

6739 Truck & Stunt Trikes From 7 years.

6737 Wave Catcher From 7 years.

6736 Beach Lockout From 6 years.
With the new LEGO® characters you can also visit Dumbledore's Office and make friends with Fawkes. You'll need all your wits when you end up in the Chamber of Secrets™...

4729
Dumbledore's Office
From 8 years.

4727
Aragog in the Forbidden Forest
From 7 years.

4731
Dobby's Release
From 6 years.

Help Harry fight the Basilisk
OF SECRETS ™?

Be on your toes when you meet Tom Riddle...

4735 Slytherin™
From 6 years.

4728 Escape from Privet Drive
From 7 years.

4730 The Chamber of Secrets™
From 8 years.

Create and play in Harry’s latest magical adventure
LEGO® Discovery™, are detailed models of real spacecraft, which lets you recreate famous space missions and experience the thrill of being an astronaut. Imagine, for instance, taking part in the 2003 mission to study Martian rocks and soil in a search for clues to the history of water on Mars.

LEGO Discovery offers you lots of opportunities to explore the secrets of outer space and create some of your own. Many questions still remain unanswered, but you'll always find fun facts and adventure in LEGO Discovery — that's a fact.
The international space station is a centre of important research. Space shuttles from different nations dock onto the station so that scientists can study the secrets of the universe. They also come to the station to help build and improve it.

7467 International Space Station From 7 years.

Was Mars ever home to life? Launch your own satellite and Mars Rover to help scientists gather important new evidence of life in space.

7469 Mission to Mars From 9 years.

This vehicle is part of NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover mission. It’s equipped with cameras, solar panels, antennas and a rock abrasion tool. When landing, the rover is folded up to protect its instruments but, when ordered by the command centre, the Rover will gradually unfold and start to move and gather information.

7471 Mars Exploration Rover From 10 years.
LEGO RACERS

infrared, remote controlled racer. You can easily convert the desert car to a jungle offroad buggy or rocky canyon racer. Additional offroad tyres and parts included. Three channels make it possible to race against friends.
4589 RC Nitro Flash
From 7 years.

UNLIMITED

Build the RC racer of your dreams. Futuristic design, great speed and 3 channels. Put on the extra tyres for some serious wheelies and power slides. Or rebuild the racer into a cool buggy. Give it full speed - and it will race away on its back wheels.
8366 Supersonic RC
From 10 years.

Radio controlled racer. The big-wheeled rocky canyon buggy with super suspension converts easily into a sleek and slender high-speed racer with low profile tyres. A real winner! Supports three radio channels. Extra tyres and parts included.
8475 RC Race Buggy
From 10 years.
POWER

8363 Baja Desert Racers
From 9 years.

NEW August

8365 Tuneable Racer
From 8 years.

NEW August

Star of Motor

interactive games

DROME RACERS

Now take on the virtual Drome challenge in this awesome all terrain racing experience on your PlayStation 2 or PC.

PlayStation 2, Nintendo GameCube.
Every day's big about this monster of a racer, fitted out to tackle everything that crosses its path in jungle terrain. Mega offroad tyres and a monster pull back motor propel the racer, and roll bars protect the driver should you roll the Jungle Monster. Top half of the chassis lifts up to access the cockpit. 8356 Jungle Monster From 7 years.

8469 Slammer Raptor From 8 years.

Drive your pull back motor powered high speed racer onto the track and transport it to the track - or switch the motor to the truck and go truck racing. You can even convert the truck and racer to a slammer-powered 6-wheeled street racer and another awesome pull back motor powered racer. 8473 Nitro Race Team From 9 years.
Zonic Strike is designed for high-speed endurance racing. The streamlined design and low profile race tyres make Zonic Strike able to perform in the city race environment. Powered by a fast pull back motor.

8357 Zonic Strike
From 7 years.

Slammer propulsion means an explosive start. With the suspension in the high position, Slam this racer off across bumpy terrain - or switch to the lower suspension position for high-speed racing in the fast lane!

8353 Slammer Rhino
From 8 years.

A built-in electric motor powers this street racer. When it hits an obstacle, it backs up and drives off in a new direction! You can gear up the street racer to take on offroad challenges too by fitting the extra offroad tyres.

8472 Street 'n' Mud Racer
From 9 years.

8468 Power Crusher
From 8 years.

4587 Duel Racers
From 7 years.

4585 Nitro Pulverizer
From 7 years.
Cool track design with the option of 4 different circuits and 4 possible car designs. Tactics are crucial. Do you need to recharge your electric motor in the recharge pits, or can you get in another lap without your competitor sending you over a jump ramp or on a penalty circuit? Keep your eye on the lap counter - who will win this time?!

8364 Multi Challenge Race Track
From 7 years.
Stunt race track with a pull back motor powered racer - it's wicked! Make it over the hill, pass the traps, and - if you're good - end in the catch net. If not? Well, it's a case of try and try again! 4586  Stunt Race Track
From 6 years.

Try out this long stunt track. Jumps, traps, double/single tracks, and suspense to the very end. It's great fun to compete with a friend. Using the extra, special tyres in this set, your other small LEGO Racers (set nos. 4582, 4583, 4583, and 4594) can be raced on this track as well. 4588  Off-road Race Track
From 7 years.

4582  Red Bullet
From 6 years.

4593  Zero Hurricane & Red Blizzard
From 6 years.
Perfect for rocky canyon rallies in bumpy, rocky terrain. This motorcycle has amazing suspension, offroad tyres, and is powered by a pull back motor. Build together with the Extreme Power Bike (set no. 8371) to create an amazing twin-powered outback buggy!

8370 Nitro Stunt Bike
From 8 years.

High-speed race along roads that cut through the vast desert. Lean back style and rough tyres make the Extreme Power Bike able to meet the challenges ahead. The ultimate cruise motorcycle with pull back motor. Build together with the Nitro Stunt Bike (set no. 8370) to create an amazing twin-powered outback buggy!

8371 Extreme Power Bike
From 8 years.

Blast down the high-speed track on this highly tuned dragster motorcycle. The Hot Blaster Bike is powered by a fast pull back motor and comes with high-speed, low profile tyres. It is streamlined to make it perfect for short, but very fast races. Build together with the Exo Force Bike (set no. 8354) to create an awesome street race car powered by TWO pull back motors!

8355 Hot Blaster Bike
From 8 years.

The fastest two-wheeled racer for high-speed city race. This motorcycle has high-speed, low profile tyres and is powered by a fast pull back motor. When built together with the Hot Blaster Bike (set no. 8355) you get an awesome street race car powered by TWO pull back motors!

8354 Exo Force Bike
From 8 years.
A fantastic replica of the Williams F1 BMW FW24

**Williams F1 Team Racer**

Sleek, slender, and very fast, the LEGO Williams F1 Team Racer has the same aerodynamic shape and design as the real Williams F1 BMW FW24. Scaled down to a fantastic 65 cm model, this racer is a true copy, featuring the same colour and carrying the same adverts as its big brother. It may not be able to stick to the tarmac at 360 km/h - but this is the next best thing! The LEGO Williams F1 Team Racer also features a replica V10-cylinder engine, high-speed tyres, independent suspension on all four wheels, and an air-pressure controlled function that ejects the top half of the bodywork. + expert

8461 Williams F1 Team Racer

Expert.

8374 Williams F1 Team Racer 1:27

From 7 years.
Hold the power of the Force in the palm of your hand! With LEGO® Star Wars™ MINI models you can build amazingly detailed smaller versions of the original Star Wars vehicles.

This Millennium Falcon™ may be small, but with your help it can still be the fastest ship in the galaxy and now you can take it with you wherever you want to go. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing Fighter™. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4488 MINI Millennium Falcon™
From 7 years.

This AT-AT™, with moveable head and detailed blasters and cannons is on the move! Add it to set no. 4485 for additional fun and battle power recreating the battle of Hoth. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing Fighter™. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4489 MINI AT-AT™
From 7 years.

This Republic Gunship™ has great colours and details, just like the original LEGO model. The wings move up and down for greater flying mobility and with detailed top-mounted laser cannons you can fly in and save the day anywhere you want. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing Fighter™.

4490 MINI Republic Gunship™
From 7 years.

With this MINI MTT™, you can take the power of the dark side wherever you want to go. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing Fighter™. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4491 MINI MTT™
From 7 years.
This amazing X-wing, has functioning wings that open and close so you can fly off to defeat the Death Star, but look out for the TIE Advanced that's on your tail! Collect all 4 sets 4484, 4485, 4486, and 4487 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional TIE Bomber MINI model.
A great addition to your MINI model collection.
4484 MINI X-wing Fighter™ & TIE Advanced™
From 7 years.

Slave I, with its rotating wings, is on the hunt for the Jedi Starfighter. With these detailed MINI models you can have an exciting chase anywhere you wish to take it. Asteroids not included. Collect all 4 sets 4484, 4485, 4486, and 4487 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional TIE Bomber MINI model.
A great addition to your MINI model collection.
4487 MINI Jedi Starfighter™ & Slave I™
From 7 years.

With these amazingly detailed Podracers you can travel back to Naboo for the exciting Boonta Eve Podrace. Will it be Anakin's or Sebulba's Podracer that wins this time?
A great addition to your MINI model collection.
4485 MINI Sebulba's Podracer™ & Anakin's Podracer™
From 7 years.

The AT-ST is detailed with blaster cannons and a swivelling command cabin. The snowspeeder is sleek in design and has two laser cannons. You can recreate the battle of Hoth anywhere you want to take it. Collect all 4 sets 4484, 4485, 4486, and 4487 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional TIE Bomber MINI model. A great addition to your MINI model collection.
4486 MINI AT-ST™ & Snowspeeder™
From 7 years.
Enter Jabba’s Palace!

Combine these two sets with 4480 for the ultimate Jabba’s Palace.

Boba Fett™ has delivered Han Solo™, frozen in carbonite, to Jabba the Hutt™. Jabba is pleased with the bounty hunter and hangs his prized possession on the wall of his palace. Look out for the Gamorrean Guard™ who keeps watch over the frozen Captain Solo. Release the mechanism to free Han from the evil Jabba the Hutt. Combine this set with #4475 and #4480 to complete Jabba’s Palace. Set contains Boba Fett, Han Solo in carbonite, and a Gamorrean Guard.

4476 Jabba’s Prize
From 6 years.

Here at Jabba’s Palace you can construct the throne room for one of the nastiest creatures in the galaxy! Jabba™ has captured Princess Leia™ and is holding her prisoner. Luke has come to save his friends from the evil grip of Jabba, but he must look out for the many twists and traps. The palace floor opens up and sends Luke tumbling to the jail cell in the dungeon below. There resides EV-9D9 and her droid dungeon. This Jedi may need more than the Force to get him out of this mess! Set contains, Jabba the Hutt™, Luke Skywalker™, Princess Leia, EV-9D9, Bomarr Monk™ and a Power Droid™.

4480 Jabba’s Palace
From 7 years.

Enter Jabba’s Palace - if you dare! C-3PO™ and R2-D2™ have come to deliver a message to Jabba the Hutt™, but first they have to get by Bib Fortuna™. Jabba’s eerie looking assistant. What other creatures may await them behind the palace door? Combine this set with #4476 and #4480 to complete Jabba’s Palace. Set contains R2-D2, C-3PO, and Bib Fortuna.

4475 Jabba’s Message
From 6 years.

7200 Final Duel
From 6 years.

7203 Jedi™ Defense
From 6 years.

7139 Ewok™ Attack
From 7 years.
Anakin Skywalker™ and Obi-Wan Kenobi™ are caught up in an action-packed chase in pursuit of the bounty hunter Zam Wesell™. They recklessly weave in and out of the city buildings on Coruscant. A crash is inevitable, but they refuse to let her get away! Includes Anakin Skywalker™ mini-figure, Obi-Wan Kenobi™ mini-figure, and Zam Wesell™ mini-figure.

7133 Bounty Hunter™ Pursuit  
From 7 years.

Fleeing from Obi-Wan Kenobi™, Jango Fett™ and his young son Boba Fett™ fly directly into an asteroid field to hide and prepare an underhand attack of Obi-Wan Kenobi™. Slave I is equipped to handle these oncoming boulders with its rotating dual-mounted laser guns, rotating cockpit, and wings. There is also a removable prison compartment. This is a ship built to survive many adventures. Includes Jango Fett™ and Boba Fett™ mini-figures.

7153 Jango Fett's Slave I™  
From 8 years.

The Jedi are in a fierce battle with Count Dooku™ and his droid troops when the clone troopers arrive to help. Fly this massive gunship to the battle and save the day. Open the hatches and expose the secret compartments. Help the Jedi defeat Dooku and save the galaxy. Includes Jedi, clone troopers, super battle droid, and destroyer droids mini-figures.

7163 Republic Gunship™  
From 8 years.

Obi-Wan Kenobi™ is piloting his starfighter in pursuit of Jango Fett™. This ship is sleek and fast enough, but it will also take keen Jedi precision to navigate the starfighter through the deadly asteroids in order to catch Jango. Includes Obi-Wan Kenobi™ mini-figure.

7143 Jedi Starfighter™  
From 8 years.
THE CLONE WARS HAVE BEGUN

The Clone Wars have begun! The Separatists want the Jedi™ stopped and with the help of the Geonosians it just might work. The Geonosian fighters fly in swarms, and manoeuvre quickly and swiftly around the battle arena to help overpower the Jedi. Manned by winged Geonosian pilots and assisted by battle droids there may be no stopping them! Set contains 2 battle droids, 1 Geonosian pilot and 1 Geonosian soldier.
4478 Geonosian™ Fighter
From 7 years.

Build this droid vehicle with its two massive missile launcher pods and you will be ready to take on the Republic. Two immense hoop wheels on either side of the central pod and a shock absorbing suspension give it the traction and power it needs to keep on rolling!
4481 Halfire Droid™
From 10 years.

The All Terrain Tactical Enforcer has come to do battle! Open the armour plates on the back to reveal the hidden Clone Troopers. A precursor to the AT-AT, this massive six-legged vehicle can transport clone troopers and speeders right inside. Open the front hatch to deploy this ready and waiting army. Set contains 4 clone troopers and 1 speeder.
4482 AT-TE™
From 8 years.

7113 Tusken Raider™
Encounter
From 7 years.

7103 Jedi™ Duel
From 7 years.
Jango Fett™ has joined forces with Count Dooku™ and the Trade Federation as they attempt to break away from the Republic. Jango uses his utility belt and rocket jetpack to get out of dangerous encounters. He must battle the Jedi and meet up with Dooku on the planet Geonosis™. A special shooting mechanism allows you to launch the rocket from the jetpack.

8011 Jango Fett™
From 9 years.

The battle is on and the Jedi must fight this fierce droid! Super battle droids are the galaxy’s ultimate soldiers. They obey all orders without question. It will take a powerful Jedi to defeat these droids. Lifting the arm reveals the super battle droid’s weapon.

8012 Super Battle Droid™
From 9 years.

Darth Vader is one of the most feared leaders of the Empire and is dedicated to crushing the Rebel Alliance. Once a Jedi Knight known as Anakin Skywalker, he turned to the dark side of the Force. He is a gifted fighter who is extremely skilled in the use of his lightsaber.

8010 Darth Vader™
From 9 years.

R2-D2 is an astromech droid that has seen plenty of action against the Empire. The small droid is a big help in many a dire situation. Employ his front leg to give him balance and use the lever on R2's back to reveal his tool mechanism. Now R2-D2 is ready for action!

8009 R2-D2™
From 8 years.
The TIE Bomber™ is the Empire’s prime attack bomber. Usually found partnered with the TIE fighter™, they fly together in formation to overtake their opponents. The TIE Bomber has double pods in the front. Open one pod to reveal the TIE pilot, but beware, the other pod is a weapons’ chamber! Open the doors and release the mechanism to fire away! This is a dangerous craft of the Dark Side with plenty of punch! Contains one TIE Bomber pilot.

4479 TIE Bomber™
From 7 years.

The T-16 is a transorbital high-speed pleasure craft. Built for speed and easy manoeuvring, this winged “hot-rod” is every young pilot’s dream! The sleek tri-wing design stabilizes the skyhopper at high speeds. You can move these wing flaps up and down for a smooth flight and even flip the top wing back to reveal a secret compartment. Luke Skywalker™ owned a T-16 Skyhopper and often raced his friends through Beggar’s Canyon back home on Tatooine™. Now you can build and race with your friends too!
Set contains one T-16 skyhopper pilot.

4477 T-16 Skyhopper™
From 7 years.

One of the most awesome vehicles in the Empire’s ground forces is the All Terrain Armoured Transport Walker. The AT-AT™ can manoeuvre through dense forests, freezing snow mounds, and hot desert sands, which makes it the most powerful and ultimate transport in the galaxy! Now you can build this immense four-legged monster that towers over the rest! The AT-AT™ “walks” with your help by using its superior knee joints and the head, equipped with laser canons and blasters, can swivel to 90 degrees to hunt down its target with perfect precision! Set contains 2 Snowtroopers™.

4483 AT-AT™
From 14 years.

www.LEGO.com/starwars
Join the FORCE
UNLEASH THE LEGEND

From the exciting new animated feature BIONICLE™: Mask of Light - the movie, here come the Toa Nuva's greatest foes: the Rahkshi! Makuta has unleashed these powerful creatures on Mata Nui, with a single mission: find the Mask of Light and prevent the coming of the Seventh Toa!
BIONICLE™ - THE GAME
Challenge the might of Makuta and the Rahkshi in this incredible new video game! Play as the Toa for the first time ever, exploring the island, solving puzzles and stopping the menaces of Mata Nui.

BIONICLE™ - THE MOVIE
The BIONICLE™ saga comes to the screen for the first time in BIONICLE: Mask of Light - the movie. Two Matoran villagers embark on a dangerous journey to find the legendary Toa of Light! This new hero is destined to defeat Makuta and save the island - but if Makuta has his way, the Seventh Toa will never be found. He has unleashed his powerful Rahkshi on the island, and only the Toa Nuva can stop them!

LAUNCH SEPTEMBER 2003
8588 Kurahk, who turns allies against each other! From 7 years.

8592 Turahk, who fills heroes’ hearts with fear! From 7 years.

8589 Lerahk, bringer of poison! From 7 years.

8587 Panrahk, who can shatter any obstacle! From 7 years.

8591 Vorahk, who drains the power of the Toa Nuva! From 7 years.

8590 Guurahk, who turns rocks to rubble! From 7 years.

3 x Kraata

Collect the unique Kraata. As each Rahkshi’s Kraata evolves it makes the Rahkshi faster, stronger — and unbeatable! 8590 Kraata From 7 years.
Rahksi Kaita
Combine the six Rahksi models to form these two awesome Rahksi Kaita! Not even the Toa Nuva can stand up to their incredible power.

8556 Boxor
From 8 years.

8557 Exo-Toa
From 9 years.

8558 Cahdok & Gahdok
From 9 years.

8586+8592+8589

8587+8591+8590

8567 Lewa Nuva
From 7 years.

8571 Kopaka Nuva
From 7 years.

8570 Gali Nuva
From 7 years.

8568 Pohatu Nuva
From 7 years.

8566 Onua Nuva
From 7 years.

8572 Tahu Nuva
From 7 years.

TOA NUVA
BIONICLE

ALL NEW August

TAKUA & PEOJKU

Takua the Chronicler is off on a dangerous journey - a search for the mysterious Seventh Toa! His Ussai crab, Pewku, is here to help him on his quest. Includes Takua and Pewku. 8595 Takua & Pewku From 8 years.

MAKUTA

The master of shadows, Makuta is the dark power that threatens all of Mata Nui! 8593 Makuta From 9 years.

LEGO

JALLER & GUOKKO

Jaller, Captain of the Ta-Koro Guard, must master flying the Gukko bird in order to find the Seventh Toa! Includes Jaller and Gukko. 8594 Jaller & Gukko From 8 years.

Makuta Nui

In this dread form, Makuta strikes fear into the hearts of all who oppose him!
The Toa of Light has come to defeat Makuta and save Mata Nui. His vehicle, Ussanui, is powered by captured Kraata.

8596 Takanuva
From 9 years.

Unique transparent golden mask only available in 8596

Takutanuva
When Makuta and Takanuva merge into one being, Mata Nui will never again be the same!
Next

Ever dreamed of directing your own Hollywood blockbuster? Or leading a high-tech robot team on a top secret mission? Or maybe programming an intruder alarm to keep your little brother out of your room?

With LEGO® Next products, you can do all of these things ... and a whole lot more!

LEGO Next puts the future at your fingertips with full motion digital video filmmaking, ‘smart’ robots that respond to your every command, challenging missions you can download through your computer and much more...

Because with LEGO Next, no mission is impossible!
LEGO Spybotics

The High Tech Partner for Today's Secret Agent

See SPYBOTICS™ in action. Become part of the secret S.M.A.R.T. organisation and share your missions with other SPYBOTICS™ secret agents from around the world. Get S.M.A.R.T. on the web!

www.LEGO.com/spybotics

This persistent, all-terrain robot is perfect for those hazardous, hard to reach missions. Electric blue in colour, its sophisticated cog system and spider like movement, enables it to manoeuvre freely, easily scaling any obstacles in its path.

3806 Gigamesh G60
From 9 years.

With its tank like treads and precision jabbing snapping action, this fiery robot is ideal for those missions that require plenty of stamina. It may look built for strength not speed, but never underestimate its lightning fast reflexes.

3807 Snaptrax S45
From 9 years.

This shadowy, agile robot is perfect for time sensitive missions. With its ultra speedy 3-wheel drive and pummelling arm action, it can complete missions so quickly, no double agent will dare get in its way.

3808 Shadowstrike S70
From 9 years.

Choose a Mission from Around the World

View your Mission Briefing

Customize your Controller to Prepare for the Mission Ahead

Adjust your Mission Setting to Challenge your Agent Skills
Be quiet
I want my beauty sleep

There's lots of frightening fun on the movie set today! One of your stars looks just like a werewolf! Suddenly another brave hero enters the vampire's crypt, just as the sun starts to set. Pharaoh has awakened from his long sleep!! Who knows what will happen next?!

1383 Curse of the Pharaoh
From 6 years.

1381 Vampire's Crypt
From 7 years.

1380 Werewolf Ambush
From 7 years.

1382 Scary Laboratory
From 8 years.

Just imagine the spooky movies you can create with a scary laboratory! Walk through the rusty gate and you're in the lab of the mad scientist! He's been working in the laboratory all day, and he would just love a little company. Set up the camera and catch the action as the hero enters the secret door. Spin the skeleton head and your hero is gone - and there's a skeleton in his place! Add sound effects to your monster movie with the LEGO Studios Sound FX software included.
CREATE ROBOTS
YOU CAN BRING TO LIFE AND CONTROL

Become an Ultimate Builder
Combined with your Robotics Inventions System this is a cool set with loads of possibilities. Use the CD-ROM, the additional motor, pneumatics, the awesome wheels, and 300 other LEGO pieces to come up with new, more challenging robots. And don’t forget to visit the dedicated special Ultimate Builder Set community at www.mindstorms.com

3804 Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.

1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX microcomputer with over 700 LEGO elements, motors, touch sensors, and a light sensor. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as a brain of your robotic invention.

2. PROGRAM
Use your PC, the Robotiv invention System 1.5 software, and the RCX to create programs that drive your robot’s behavior. This new easier-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN
Activate your robot and watch it take on a life of its own!
Grab your game pad - the latest, hottest LEGO® video games are out

BIONICLE™
THE GAME

Be the Toa...
Live out the Legend...

The BIONICLE™ universe truly comes to life in this ultimate video gaming adventure of good versus evil, with combat, collection, riddle solving and exploration.

Play as your favourite Toa and then Toa Nuva - the heroes of Mata Nui as they battle against the darkness of Makuta.

The time has come to emerge from behind your mask. The fate of Mata Nui is now in your hands...

Use the awesome elemental powers of the Toa to defeat your enemies

Jump...
Glide...
and swing...

...as you adventure through Lewa's jungle home

Maximize your experience with pentium 4

PlayStation®2

Nintendo GameCube

PC

XBOX

Game Boy Advance
Fasten your seatbelts and hold on tight! We've got games and game worlds for you that are so exiting they'll make your PC or console boil over! Whether you're into action, strategy, adventure or design challenges there's plenty that'll be right up your street. LEGO® games are a feast for your imagination and packed with entertainment value for gamers everywhere!

**GALIDOR**
DEFENDERS OF THE OUTER DIMENSION

Master the Glinch! Explore incredible environments and meet fantastical creatures as you master your Outer Dimensional glinching powers to save GALIDOR™ from the evil Gorm.

**LEGO® DROME RACERS**

Prove you're up to the intensity of Drome racing. Try out Battle Mode, new for the GameCube version, and crunch the competition in a bruising multiplayer split-screen game.
With over 50 rides and attractions – including the Dragon Coaster, the unique Miniland and the exciting LEGO® Racers 4D film – LEGOLAND® is Britain’s best attraction for families. Purchase your tickets in advance and relax – it’s quick, easy and there’s no waiting in line at the entrance.

www.LEGOLAND.co.uk
ph. 08705 04 04 04
Challenge your friends or family with one of these exciting LEGO® boardgames. Affordable and fun-to-play LEGO boardgames are a must have! Join the game and enjoy the play.

LEGO watches and clocks make it fun to learn to tell the time. Build and rebuild the watches and clocks again and again – there are no limits to your imagination ... it is always time to play! Watch out for the new and cool designs.
Children need the freedom to investigate, experience and express themselves in their own world – a world filled with possibilities. What they need is space in which to be creative and imaginative. LEGO® WEAR provides a functional quality that can withstand the rough and tumble required by most children. The new collection has gathered inspiration from popular LEGO themes such as LEGO Racers and BIONICLE™ and then combined this with a design that makes it fun to be a child and wear cool clothes.
coolest site on the web!

Go online and check out our web site – it’s packed with stuff for you to enjoy: entertainment, games, building instructions, screen savers, downloads, stories, role-play games, tips and tricks ...

... and you can also buy special LEGO® products and meet other LEGO fans from around the world. Join in the fun!

www.LEGO.com
Create your own personal website and download some fantastic screen savers!
Go online and join the fun.

Only available on LEGO.com
Discover the fantastic exclusive products from trains, planes, sculptures, bulk bricks and more ... the possibilities are endless!

LEGO.com has products you can’t find anywhere else!

LEGOLAND®
Get the latest news on LEGOLAND®, where creativity meets fun

CLIKITS™
Are you a CLIKITS girl? Check out the new fashion designer kits